Endsley-Peifer Student Research Award

**Purpose**

To recognize students whose research during graduate school made significant contributions to advancing knowledge in one or more specialty areas comprising the College. Particular emphasis will be given in recognition of the research that promises to enhance the physical and/or social quality of life for families.

**Eligibility**

Students eligible are those who have a *peer reviewed, serial publication for dissemination of their research.*

Students must be sole or senior authors, or provide documentation they made equal contributions as junior authors.

Currently there will be four $1000 awards – two for physical/biological science and two for behavioral/social science.

**Nominations**

Each department may submit one student name, in each category, signed off by the graduate coordinator, along with the paper.

**How to nominate**

Submit name of student and peer reviewed publication to facsdean@uga.edu.

Each nomination packet should include:

- Copy of the peer reviewed, serial publication from the student

The recipient will be recognized at the Celebrating Excellence Awards Luncheon with a plaque and shall receive a cash award.

**Deadline**

March 15, 5:00 p.m.

**Contact Information**

Assistant to the Dean
224 Dawson Hall
facsdean@uga.edu
706.542.4879